Kawasaki brute force 750 fuse box

Ask any outdoor enthusiasts about having fun, and the answer will likely involve riding an ATV.
This is no exception for the Kawasaki Brute Force , which is surprisingly quite fast for a quad of
its size. The Brute Force is a marvel in the hilliest and dangerous terrains out there. This can be
solved by getting as much protection from water as possible. Mudguards and other protective
accessories can quickly stop water from getting into the belt and causing slipping. Riders of the
Brute Force have noticed that the belt slips even when riding in dry conditions. Accelerating to
get out of the sticky situation is what resulted in the belt slipping. This happens when the power
exceeds the friction level of the belt. Because the belt is unable to move the ridges on the clutch
sheaves, it jumps the ridges, and that results in slipping. The best way to check for this is to
have a look at your spring pressures and flyweights. If the belt has been slipping for a while, it
might be time for a new one. Correctly adjusting a new belt will keep slipping at bay. Having
done all of this, the belt light on the Kawasaki Brute Force should now be off. If at all, this does
not solve the slipping problem, it might be time for a visit to the mechanic. Other owners
noticed the belt slipping accompanied by squealing noises and a burning smell. This is an
indication of a worn-out belt or incorrect adjustments. A replacement belt might be the solution
to these symptoms, just make sure it is installed and adjusted correctly. This problem affects
quite a lot of owners because the quad is exposed to so much of the elements when riding in
the outdoors. What happens is that when the Brute Force is exposed to water or oil in the
electrical components, the quad will usually malfunction. The connectors should be checked
regularly for any corrosion. After every outdoor ride, it is recommended to open up the
connector panel and check for any liquids that might have seeped in. Leaving the connectors
wet will eventually lead to corrosion and damaged wiring. Electrical components on the
Kawasaki Brute Force will usually go haywire if there is leakage going on. One is located on the
front fender between the front shock towers and another near the fuel tank near the rear fender.
These should be checked on a regular basis so as to stop corrosion forming there. This is very
important if you happen to ride the Brute Force in deep water. If this is the case, then the
problem might reoccur repeatedly. Owners who were faced with this issue were able to solve it
by cleaning the corrosion or replacing the connector. After this, some dielectric grease was
applied inside the connector to prevent any more liquid seeping in. Kawasaki was able to fix
this issue on the older models by just bundling up the connectors and soldering all the
corresponding wires together. The issue resurfaced on later models of the Kawasaki Brute
Force again. Most electrical problems on this quad can be solved by just checking for corrosion
on the Buss Connectors. If the check belt light is continually flashing and you know that the belt
is good, this is a clear indication of electrical issues on the quad. This also applies to other
symptoms such as blown fuses and the engine stalling. If you open up the cap and find
greenish corrosion on the bare metal contacts, then you have an apparent corrosion problem.
There are two driving modes on the Kawasaki Brute Force This quad is built to be ridden in 4
wheel drive mode, but it also has 2WD in case you are on a smooth and even road. The problem
is that sometimes switching between modes does not work. The 4WD mode is particularly
challenging to get into if the bike is malfunctioning. This issue points to either an electrical
problem, a bad actuator, or blown fuses. The switch for the 4WD will only turn on if the 4WD is
engaged and not necessarily when it is flipped. This poses a lot of problems for owners that are
having issues switching between the two driving modes. Flipping the switch will sometimes not
engage the 4WD mode completely. Sometimes the bike has to be moved a few inches after the
switch is flipped in order to get it to engage. Water intrusion is also one other cause to look
into. If water seeps into the front differential, the clutch that controls the 4WD will fail to engage.
This can be solved by cleaning out the liquid and applying some dielectric grease. This was a
massive problem with the older Brute Force models but less so on, the newer models. When it
comes to 4WD issues on the Brute Force, the first culprits to look into are usually the actuators.
A quick fix that works temporarily is to disconnect the battery terminal and wait 10 seconds
before reconnecting them back on. This apparently resets the actuator, and the problem goes
away for a while. A quick visit to the mechanic can help diagnose and solve the issue. As with
any vehicle that has an engine, things are bound to get quite hot. This is where the fan is
needed to keep things at a low temperature to avoid heat damage to vital components. The
problem with the Kawasaki Brute Force is that the fan will sometimes not kick in to start the
cooling process. This is a huge problem because there are sensitive parts that must be kept
cool. A malfunctioning fan is dangerous because it can render the quad unfixable if vital parts
are damaged by the heat. The main issue owners complain about is the fan not kicking in
automatically or starting up and then stopping abruptly. This can be associated with a bad
circuit breaker that cuts off the fan at inappropriate times. Even the roughest of outdoor riders
love the Kawasaki Brute Force This ATV features a cc, liquid-cooled engine with a stellar
ground clearance of 9. Not only does this allow flexibility in hilly situations, but it also gets you

through those hard-to-reach areas faster. All that speed comes to a smooth stop with the
multi-disc rear brake system, which is accompanied by the front dual-disc front brakes with
two-piston calipers. This is also due to some of the innovative technologies Kawasaki has
installed in this rugged ATV. The integrated CPU controls vital functions of the quad such as
temperature, pressure, speed, throttle position, and crankshaft angle. For sport riders, this is
the ultimate outdoor vehicle, and it will be with you all the way through to the end of your
adventure trip. We picked up the Kawasaki Brute Force 4x4i with electronic power steering in
Metallic Stardust White for a test in the elements. Apart from being reliable, modern, and tough,
the Kawasaki Brute Force 4x4i EPS is also equipped with various features specially developed
to make it more capable and practical. NB: The above price may vary according to vehicle
mileage and your location. Skip to content. We may earn commissions through our links. Table
of Contents. Was this article helpful? Click to share Did you find wrong information or was
something missing? We would love to hear your thoughts! Name not required. Email not
required. Quick Links. Page 4 Read this manual carefully and completely before emit chemicals
known to the State of Cali- starting your new Kawasaki. It contains important fornia to cause
cancer and birth defects or safety information. An ATV handles differently from other vehicles
including motorcycles and cars. A collision or rollover can occur quickly, even during routine
maneu- vers such as turning and riding on hills or over obstacles, if you fail to take proper
precautions. Practice turning at low speeds before attempting to turn at faster speeds. Do not
turn at excessive speed. Practice on smaller hills before attempting larger hills. Installation of
accessory items may affect vehicle handling. Refer to the Loading Information chapter in this
manual. Cargo should be properly distributed and securely at- tached. Page 8 ATV safely.
Kawasaki strongly recommends that all operators of this vehicle enroll in an ATV rider training
program to attain awareness of the mental and physical requirements necessary for safe ATV
operation. Filling the Tank Fuel Requirements Ignition Switch Left Handlebar Switches Power
Outlet Connector Engine Stop Switch Page 11 Variable Differential Control Lever Kawasaki
Engine Brake Control System.. Front Brake Overall Width 1 mm Overall Height 1 mm Wheelbase
1 mm They are the only means of identifying your particular machine from others of the same
model type. These serial numbers may be needed by your dealer when ordering parts. Page
Location Of Labels If any label is missing, damaged, or worn, get a replacement from your
Kawasaki dealer and install it in the correct po- sition. Front Carrier Maximum Load 7. Storage
Box Maximum Load On the backside 8. Rear Carrier Maximum Load 9. Passenger Warning
Transmission Warning Trailer Towing Warning Specification Label Vehicle Emission Control
Information Brake Fluid Front Radiator Cap Danger Rear Brake Lever Parking Brake 9. Brake
Lever Lock Reverse Power Assist Switch Override 3. Variable Front Differential Control Lever
Engine Stop Switch 4. Starter Button Storage Box 5. Front Carrier Headlights Shock Absorbers
Front Disc Brake Caliper Front Cylinder Spark Plug Front Final Gear Case Air Cleaner Oil Filler
Plug Fuses Rear Final Gear Case Radiator Tool Kit Winch Bracket Fuel Tank Filler Cap Fuel
Tank Rear Cylinder Spark Plug Shift Lever Rear Brake Pedal Coolant Reserve Tank All parts and
With the exception of genuine Kawasaki Parts and accessories added to this vehicle should be
Accessories, Kawasaki has no control over the de- genuine Kawasaki or equivalent components
sign or application of accessories. Try to maintain front to rear balance cially designed for use
on Kawasaki vehicles. This ATV is not designed for carrying passengers on the carriers. The
ignition switch also operates the power outlet circuit and this vehicle has an accessory fuse 15
A to protect this circuit. The connector has a cap. Remove it to connect an electrical accessory.
Al- ways install a fuse 5 A or less for the circuit. Fuel Level Gauge The hour display stops
Odometer: blinking and the minute display starts blinking. The odometer shows the total
distance in kilome- Push the Left button to advance the minutes. The meter cannot be reset. The
4WD and 2WD indicators will blink connected. Stop driving immediately and When the lead
connector for the CVT check indi- see an authorized Kawasaki dealer to have the sys- cator is
disconnected or the lead itself is cut and tem checked. Do not let the engine continue running
with a warning light staying on. The CVT Check Indicator Light goes on after hours of operation
as a reminder that the drive belt must be inspected for wear. Could result in ATV overturning. To
lock the brake lever, first pull in the brake lever. Then pull in the lock lever and while holding it
against the brake lever, release the brake lever. Rear Carrier A. Front Carrier Avoid filling the
tank in the rain or where heavy dust is blow- ing so that the fuel does not get contaminated.
Page 50 Avoid using blends of unleaded gasoline and blends during refueling. Fuel system
damage and -BIL with the gasoline in the fuel tank. It is a 2-position, key-operated switch.
Remove the key to prevent unauthorized vehicle use. Included with the key is dealer may have
the number in its records. If the key a key number, which is stamped on the key itself. If the The
switch positions are identified on the housing. Back- This vehicle is equipped with a variable
limited slip ing up without looking where you are going. An unexpected change in direc- tion

can cause the operator to lose control, resulting in an accident and injury. Pushing the lever
forward increases en- gine speed. When released, spring pressure returns the lever to the rear.
Always check that the throttle lever returns normally before starting the engine. In addition,
there must be adequate throttle cable play. The limiter functions by restricting the moving
Increases your chances of losing control of distance of the throttle lever. Never try to adjust the
limiter by racing the engine in neutral or in gear with brake on, or the engine may be damaged.
Make sure that the rear hooks align to their rear receivers. Push the seat with both hands
around the rear hooks The storage box is located on the left side front and make sure there is a
click sound to indicate that fender and upper side front fender. Remove the seat for the kit. The
minor adjustments and replacement of parts explained in this manual can be performed with the
tools in the kit. Storage Box B. A trailer hitch bracket is fitted at the rear end of the Overloading
a trailer. The winch and its installing brackets are not supplied this vehicle. Please con- tact a
dealer if you need them. To avoid injury and property damage, observe the following
precautions, not to exceed the spooling load equivalent to kg 1 lb. If the vehi- ately after starting
it, even if the engine is already cle is not used carefully during this period, you may warm.
Check the following items each day before you ride. Enough fuel in tank, no leaks. Engine Oil
Coolant level between level lines when engine is cold , no leaks. Air Pressure when cold : Front:
35 kPa 0. Repeat until the engine Starting the Engine starts. The starter Running the engine
without ventilation. Reverse while moving. Changing operating mode while moving can cause a
sudden change in handling performance which can cause the operator to lose control and have
an acci Brake Control System. It can assist the operator If parking inside a garage or other
structure, be sure it is well ventilated and the vehicle is not close WARNING to any source of
flame or sparks; this includes any appliance with a pilot light. Page Stopping The Atv In An
Emergency Stopping the ATV in an Emergency An improperly serviced or clogged air cleaner
may allow dirt and dust to enter the throttle body Your Kawasaki vehicle has been designed and
assembly and stick the throttle open. Study this manual with your child to be sure he This
vehicle is not a toy. It is an off-road motor or she fully understands all of the special safety
vehicle. Op- eration on public streets, roads, and highways is not recommended and is not safe.
ATV tires are not designed to operate on paved or concrete surfaces. The tires will not slip as
neces- sary which may seriously affect control of the vehi- cle. The proper clothing can make
riding more comfortable and reduce the chance of injury If you take a spill. Long pants will also
protect your legs from the hot exhaust system. Exercise good judgement. Passengers affect
balance and steering and Avoid wheelies and jumps. Even drugs prescribed by a physi- cian
can be dangerous. Check with your doctor. Always ride with your feet on the footboards. If it
should roll, it might be damaged or Put the transmission in neutral, cause injury. As noted in of
your ATV. This vehicle is not designed for carrying passengers on the carriers. Do not load
more than 40 kg 88 lb tongue weight Make sure all cargo is securely attached. Improperly
attaching and loading a winch. Overloading a winch. The passenger can be thrown from Can
cause changes in vehicle handling the trailer or hurt by shifting cargo in the which could lead to
an accident. This vehicle is equipped with low pressure tires. Failure to properly maintain the
ATV. Keep your speed down until you know the area well. ATV on unfamiliar terrain. You can
come upon hidden rocks, bumps, or Could cause the ATV to overturn. Page 96 Could cause
loss of traction or vehicle con- increased protection for use in such extreme trol, which could
result in an accident, in- conditions. Contact a Kawasaki dealer for more cluding an overturn.
When the turn is completed, straighten the handlebar and reposition your weight. The new rider
must learn this turning technique to Since both rear wheels of this ATV turn at the same make
turns smoothly and quickly. When climbing a hill, lean forward to keep the front wheels from
lifting. On Do not attempt to climb hills or steep inclines un- steeper hills you may need to stand
and lean forward til you have mastered the controls and basic riding for even more weight
transfer. Improperly turning on hills. If you are stopped on a hillside, apply the parking brake
and carefully dis- HAZARD mount on the uphill side of the vehicle so it cannot Stalling, rolling
backwards or improperly dis Use common sense. Avoid hills with dune. Could cause loss of
control or cause ATV to overturn. It can assist the operator lean to one side and possibly tip
over. Stop and look for obstacles before descending a Turning while descending a slope must
be done hill. On slippery or loose surfaces, special care is required. Wet brakes provide little or
no efficiency and could lead to an accident and injury. After operation in water, always apply the
brakes long enough for the friction to dry the pads. Page You should keep a maintenance
record for your vehicle. To assist you in keeping this record, we have provided space at the end
of this manual where an authorized Kawasaki dealer, or someone equally competent, can record
the maintenance. You should also retain copies of maintenance work orders, receipts, etc. In
order for the engine and transmission to function Operation with insufficient, deteriorated, or
properly, maintain the engine oil at the proper level, contaminated engine oil will cause acceler-

and change the oil and replace the oil filter in ac- ated engine wear. Engine or transmission
seizure. If the oil filter is to be replaced, remove the oil filter cartridge and replace it with a new
one. Cartridge Let the oil completely drain with the vehicle on level ground. Oils fulfilling the
above requirements are fully formu- In order for the differential, pinion, and ring gears lated and
provide adequate lubrication for both the to function properly, check the oil level and change
engine and the clutch. Rear Final Gear Case B. If it is insufficient, add oil through the oil filler
openings as necessary. The oil level should come to the bottom of each filler opening. Filler
Opening C. To remove the drain plug, first remove the rear guard under the plug by releasing
fitting bolts. After the oil has completely drained out, install the drain plugs and gaskets.
Replace the gaskets with new ones. Con- sistent use of these products meets or exceeds warranty and service requirements and can help to ex If the coolant level becomes low, the engine
overheats and may suffer damage. Check the coolant level each day before operating the
vehicle, and replenish coolant if the level is low. Page Spark Plug Have the cooling sys- the gap
if incorrect by bending the outer electrode. If tem inspected by your authorized Kawasaki the
spark plug electrodes are corroded or damaged, dealer. Page Valve Clearance Valve clearance
for each valve should be checked and adjusted in accordance with the Periodic Main- tenance
Chart. Inspection and adjustment should be done by an authorized Kawasaki dealer. Valve
Clearance Engine Cold A. Belt Drive Transmission 0. Intake Tract B. Air Cleaner Housing Check
inside the intake tract for dirt. If dirt is A. Air Filter Element present, clean the intake tract
thoroughly. This could cause an accident. Can burn your hands. There must be free play in the
throttle mechanism. Page Idle Adjustment A. Adjuster B. Locknut If the free play cannot be set
by adjusting the upper cable adjuster, use the adjuster at the lower end of the throttle cable.
This adjustment, however, should be done by an authorized Kawasaki dealer. Page Fuel Pump
Filter If you suspect that the fuel filter has Inspect the vent hose before riding and whenever
become blocked, have your authorized Kawasaki the engine seems to lose power. If the fuel
tank is dealer inspect the fuel pump and fuel tank. By pulling the control lever toward the
handlebar, the driving force of the front wheels equalizes pro- viding more traction. If the
differential control lever has excessive play, adjust the differential control cable. Inspection of
the transmission drive belt is required at least every Page Kawasaki Engine Brake Control
System Have the transmission adjusted by your authorized Kawasaki dealer if you intend to use
this vehicle above 2 m 6 feet. However the belt drive transmission must be re- turned to original
settings before using at lower alti- tudes for best sea level use. Lining Thickness B. Damaged or
leaking brake hoses and fittings. Page Rear Brake A. Lower Level Line A. Rear Brake: Rear
brake adjustment consists of three separate adjustments: brake pedal position, brake pedal free
play and brake lever free play. Always adjust the brake pedal position first. Page Periodic To
adjust the pedal free play, turn the adjuster at Maintenance Chart. Replacement should be done
the rear end of the brake cable. Only the switch at the rear brake pedal can be Adjustment
adjusted. Page Wheels ATV. Tire construction characteristics and tire inflation pressure can
greatly influence vehicle Rims: handling. Kawasaki recommends that you always The rims are a
drop-center, tubeless tire design. Rear 35 kPa 0. Front Tire 3 mm 0. Rear Tire 4 mm 0. Swelling
or high spots indicate internal damage, requiring tire replacement. Page Joint Boots 3 pieces ,
and rear axles 4 pieces for cracks, holes, damage or deterioration. If there is any indication of
these troubles, have the joint boot replaced by an authorized Kawasaki dealer. To inspect the
boots at the engine, remove the left engine cover. Tie Rod A. Rear Propeller Shaft B. Joint Boots
B. Joint Boot A. Front Propeller Shaft A. Rear Axle B. Joint Boots The battery is located under
the seat. Batteries produce hydrogen gas. Failure to do so can lead to battery For more details,
ask your Kawasaki dealer. If the electrical systems do not func- tion, inspect the fuse. Before
replacing the fuse, check the wiring harness and electrical equipment for bare wires or other
possible causes. Hook If the fuse is blown, steering becomes heavy. Re- place the blown fuse
with a fuse of the same specific amperage and type. Page Breaker If it falls in temperature, Fan
circuit returns nor- mally by the fan breaker function. When stuff in rags. Please refer to the
Service Manual or ask your authorized dealer for the torque values. Front Carrier Mounting
Bolts 6. Throttle Case Screws Brake Master Cylinder Clamp Bolts Brake Lever Pivot Nut Turn
the ter. Consult a physician as soon as possible. Running the engine without ventilation. Fuel
Tank Vent Hose B. The warranty does not cover the cost of regularly-scheduled maintenance.
The warranty also does not
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apply to the normal wear of items such as tires, brake pads, transmission drive belts, chains,
sprockets, etc. Page Kawasaki dealer for inspection and diag- nosis. You can go to any

Kawasaki dealer for warranty repairs. Your Kawasaki dealer will inspect your vehicle and give
you the results of the inspection. The dealer will perform the repairs at no cost to you if it is
determined that the problem is covered by the warranty. Page Want to Contact Kawasaki? Your
Kawasaki dealer should either be able to answer any other questions you might have
immediately or be able to find the answer for you. Phone Number Engine Number Key Code
Vehicle Number Selling Dealer Name Warranty Start Date Note: Keep this information and a
spare key in a secure location. Date Traveled Distance Maintenance Performed This manual is
also suitable for: Brute force 4x4i. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In
OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

